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When a says we'll see you tomorrow, a man really means the morning. It is one of the Nigerian English collals that have made it the latest updates to the Oxford English Dictionary (OED). As in many English-speaking societies, Nigerians have developed new words, phrases and meanings that, overtime, have become
widely accepted as part of the country's local lexicon. And that's the reality that the OED recognizes. In the release notes announcing the updates, the dictionary says that Nigerians have made and continue to make a unique and distinctive contribution to English through these words. The 29 new additions from Nigerian
English, the OED says, are either borrowing from Nigerian languages, or unique Nigerian coinage, which were used between the 1970's and 1980's. For example, the name of Tokunbo, the name of Jorba, often given to a child born on foreign land, has become a popular tag used for used cars imported into the country,
since sales of new cars crashed during the 1980s economic downturn. It is now used for all imported second-hand items. The OED has it as an adjective, just like in a tokunbo car. Sometimes it is about extending the use of the word from its original concept. The essence of the word is usually used for the essence of
debate or language. But in Nigerian English it is a noun, which means rumor, but also a verb, which means gossip. This is the latest nod to Nigerian English as its option. Last year, Google introduced a Nigerian English option full of Nigerian voice and accent on its Maps service. It's an English version that has come to
stay and is valid like others, says Kola Tubosun, a linguist and 2016 Quartz Africa Innovator honoree, who led a team that created a Nigerian accent and voice on Google. With updates going on quarterly, there's a chance more Nigerian English words can still be added to the dictionary because they get more currency,
Tubosun says. The rapid global growth of Nigerian pop culture in the field of music, film and literature over the past two decades with Afrobeats, Nollywood and writers like Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie meant Nigerian use of English has more listeners and readers than ever before. Nigerian English is not only being
recognized for offering new word additions to English around the world, though: more than 900 words and phrases that are distinctive in Indian English have also been added to the Oxford Dictionary. In December last year, 24 South African English words were also included in the dictionary, including Shackland, defined
as slums in which people live without official permission, and Howzit, a casual greeting and a shorter version than it happens? As it turns out, a few words and phrases that make up Nigerian English come from another english version, which is popular Pidgin in English. A combination of English, words from indigenous
languages and street lingo, Pidgin's English combination is believed to have developed as a way for foreign traders to communicate with the local population of West Africa during the era of transatlantic slave trade. And the informal language has proved persistent, as millions in Nigeria and across West Africa now say,
as an alternative to English. It has also become a language of choice for international media seeking to increase its reach in the region. However, despite the increasing international recognition, Nigerian English still faces some barriers to admission back home. For example, Tubosun believes teachers in Nigerian
schools are likely to frown on students to include Nigerian English phrases in exams, despite using the same words during teaching lessons. However, we hope that inclusion in the OED can mean a shift. We need an education system that responds to this, Tubosun says.  You do not have to maintain depending on the
old standard, because the language has evolved and changed. Sign up for quartz Africa Weekly Brief here for news and analysis about African business, technology and innovation in your inbox, Bixby is the name given to Samsung's virtual assistant installed on the new Galaxy S8 smartphones, and although he still
can't speak English, there is evidence that he raped his native Korean quite well. Videos showing his skills were posted on YouTube and overshadowed other, more standard examples of the assistant's brand new voice feature. Also, true rap style, some rhymes Bixby supposedly takes a shot at archrival Siri. One of the
longer videos gives us more than three minutes of Bixby raping in a female voice, and a shorter clip from another YouTuber sees an assistant's male voice take over rape duties. According to one Reddit entry, this repe contains the phrase I am better than Siri. While such a phrase certainly has Samsung fans who shout
with sheen, it can be said that in fact Siri understands several languages and wider accessibility, currently giving apple assistant an advantage. If you grab your Galaxy S8, ready to ask for a Bixby belt from a rap, it won't work unless you're in Korea. Samsung began releasing voice features through an update to its
Korean phones this week, and promises English voice support will come during the first half of this year. Bixby's voice features are currently relatively basic, including bookmarking webpages, sharing photos on social media, doing screenshots, and opening bixby vision. Another video shows Bixby doing some things,
such as showing recently taken photos and creating a results album, as well as taking photos and sending it to a contact. It is inevitable English-speaking Bixby will do this is us, but the more pressing question is, does it also rap for us? Most virtual assistants have exotic features like this, just waiting to be discovered,
because it helps to give them a little more human personality and encourage exploration. We'll find out what Bixby can do in the coming months. Editorial recommendations So this is depressing. But it's understandable how we seem to live in toxic times. But why did the Oxford English Dictionary choose to be toxic as the
word of the year 2018? According to the OED blog post: The Oxford Word of the Year is a word or expression that is seen as reflecting ethos, mood, or concern over the years, and has long-term potential as a term of cultural significance. In 2018, Toxic added many lines to his poisoned bow, becoming an intoxicating
descriptor for most talk stories of the year. It's the sheer scope, as set out in our research, that has made a toxic stand out choice of the Word of the Year title. Our data show that along with a 45% increase in the number of times he has looked at oxforddictionaries.com, in recent years the word toxic has been used in an
array of contexts, both in its literal and more metaphorical sensations. But while toxic may be a little downer for word of the year, at least runner-ups have not been crowned. Some of these runner-ups include: Gaslighting Incel Techlash Overtourism And something literally called Big Dick Energy Maybe We All Just Stick
to Emoji from now on. The publisher of the fully Oxford English Dictionary says that OED can be another printed work thrown on paper and go completely digital. Oxford University Press said recently it may not have enough market demand to announce a hardcover version of the third edition of the multivolume OED,
according to an Associated Press report. Instead, the Oxford University press would focus on selling subscriptions to the OED online version. However, it should be noted that no official publication date has been set for the third edition of the OED. Scientists have been working on the text since 1989, and since June
2010, the Commission has been working on a new version of the Text. This means that the OED editorial team completes approximately 0.83 alphabet letters each year. At this rate, who knows if we even use the Sites when the third edition is completed. The OED is widely regarded as an important English language
institution and has been available for printing since 1884. The second edition of the full OED was published in 1989 as a set of 20 volumes of hardcover. The OED has more than 21,000 pages detailing the pronunciation, history, use, and spelling of words. The kit sells for about $1,300 on Amazon and weighs 137.72
pounds. While this may sound impressive, the entire text of the OED's second edition takes 540 megabytes of digital storage space. This means that you will need only three-quarters of the storage capacity of a typical empty CD to store all current OED's 291, 500 entries. Given the excess weight compromise, it's no
surprise that users are eschewing print versions of OED web offerings. The online version of OED (launched in 2000) gets 2 million hits per month, while a full OED has sold only 30,000 copies in total since its publication in 1989, according to ap. Access to the OED online costs $295 per year or $29.95 per month apiece,
and as an additional bonus, OED online does not require any heavy lifting. In December, the OED website will see its first major overhaul since the launch of the online lexicon in 2000. The Oxford University press says that despite the complete fate of the OED, the publisher will continue to publish smaller versions of the
dictionary, such as condensed and pocket editions. Contact Ian on Twitter (@ianpaul). Note: When you buy something by clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. For more information, please read our partner reference policy. Each learner has different goals and therefore different approaches to
Learning English. However, some tips and tools can help most English learners. Let's start with the three most important rules: The most important rule is to remember that learning English is a process. It takes a lot of time, and it takes a lot of patience! If you are patient, you will improve your English language. The main
thing is to develop a plan and stick to that plan. Start with your English learning goals, then give a specific plan to succeed. Patience is the key to improving your English language, so go slow and focus on your goals. You will speak English well soon if you stick to the plan. It is essential that learning English becomes a
habit. In other words, you should work with your English every day. It is not necessary to learn grammar every day. But every day you should listen, watch, read or speak English , even if it is a short time. It is much better to learn 20 minutes a day than to study two hours twice a week. Have patience: Remember that
language learning is a gradual process - it doesn't happen overnight. Define your learning goals early: what do you want to learn and why? Make learning habits: Try to learn something every day. It is much better to learn (read or listen to English news, etc.) for 10 minutes each day than to learn 2 hours once a week.
Choose your material well: You will need reading, grammar, writing, speaking and listening materials. Change your learning routine: it's best to do different things every day so that the different relationships between each area are active. In other words, no learn grammar. Make friends: make friends to learn and talk with
invaluable invaluable learning English together can be very encouraging. Keep it interesting: choose listening and reading material that is relevant to what interests you. By interested in this topic, learning will become more pleasant and therefore more effective. Associate grammar with practical use: Grammar itself does
not help to use the language. You should practice what you are learning by actively recruiting it. Use reading to help other English skills: Reading can be used to help vocabulary, grammar, dialect, and much more. Flex the muscles of the mouth: understanding something does not mean that the muscles of the mouth can
produce sounds. Practice speaking what you are learning aloud. This may seem strange, but it is very effective. Exercises like tongue twisters can help improve your flexibility. Communication: Grammar exercises are great, but having your friend on the other side of the world understand your email address is fantastic!
Use the Internet: The Internet is the most exciting, unlimited source of English that anyone can imagine, and it is right at hand. Hand.
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